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Introduction
Poor control of diabetes mellitus (DM) in hospitalised patients is associated with worse clinical outcomes. Despite the lack of evidence of effectiveness of sliding-scale insulin (SSI), it remains a common practice in hospital settings.\(^1\),\(^2\)

The aim of this study was to evaluate current practice of SSI use in medical inpatients at Hamad General Hospital.

Materials and methods
Electronic medical records of 30 patients with diabetes admitted under medical care (June 2017) were examined retrospectively.

Results and discussion
> The majority (63.3\%) of patients were female, and elderly (>60; 53.3\%).
> The majority (70\%) of patients had type-2 DM. The type of DM was not documented in the rest.
> SSI was initiated on first day of hospital admission in almost all patients.
> SSI was continued beyond 48 hours in almost 80\% of patients.
> The indication for initiation of SSI was not documented in almost all the patients.
> Regular insulin was used in 23.3\% of patients and insulin aspart in the rest.
> Basal insulin was prescribed in only 53.3\% of the patients. Of these, 68.75\% were already on home basal insulin, either with oral diabetic agents or with bolus insulin.
> Almost a quarter (23.3\%) of patients had blood glucose readings of <5 mmol/L. Of these, 28.6\% had symptomatic hypoglycaemia.
> Almost a third (30\%) of the patients had high blood glucose readings (>20 mmol/L).
> 58.6\% of patients were discharged on their previous home treatment.
> 24-hr insulin requirement was calculated only in 10\% of patients.

Conclusions
> There is variable glycaemic control with the use of SSI.
> Hypoglycaemia and hyperglycaemia are common problems with SSI.
> The accurate documentation of indication for SSI, and equivalent dose conversion, is still lacking.
> SSI is used well beyond the maximum suggested duration of 48 hrs.
> We aim to implement necessary changes and plan to re-audit to assess these changes.
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